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Abstract
We show that the definition of the city boundaries can have a dramatic influence on the scaling be-
havior of the night-time light (NTL) as a function of population (POP) in the US. Precisely, our results
show that the arbitrary geopolitical definition based on the Metropolitan/Consolidated Metropolitan
Statistical Areas (MSA/CMSA) leads to a sublinear power-law growth of NTL with POP. On the
other hand, when cities are defined according to a more natural agglomeration criteria, namely, the
City Clustering Algorithm (CCA), an isometric relation emerges between NTL and population. This
discrepancy is compatible with results from previous works showing that the scaling behaviors of
various urban indicators with population can be substantially different for distinct definitions of city
boundaries. Moreover, considering the CCA definition as more adequate than the MSA/CMSA one
because the former does not violate the expected extensivity between land population and area of their
generated clusters, we conclude that, without loss of generality, the CCA measures of light pollution
and population could be interchangeably utilized in future studies.
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Introduction
More than 80% of the world and more than 90% of the US and European populations live under
light-polluted skies (exposition to light at night) [1]. Since the first electric-powered illumination
in the second half of the 19th century, the world has become covered by artificial electric light,
changing drastically the night view of the Earth from space. The spreading of artificial electric
light plays an important role on the duration of the productive day, not only for working but also
for recreational activities. If in one hand the benefits of artificial light are quite evident, on the
other hand, scientific researches suggest that the exposition to light at night could have adverse
effects on both human and wildlife health [2–9]. For example, in humans, the pineal and blood
melatonin rhythms are quickly disturbed by light pollution. Such studies argue that the night light
exposure have two major physiological effects: they disrupt the circadian rhythms and suppress
the production of melatonin [8]. This repeated suppression may have large consequences for
the mammals health. For instance, it was shown that the suppression of the melatonin at night
accelerates the metabolic activity and growth of rat hepatoma [5] and human breast cancer [3].
Moreover, the disruption of circadian rhythms made by the exposure of light at night might plays
a crucial role in the etiology of depression [8].
The significant consequences of the exposure to night-time light (NTL) with the fact that 54%
of world’s population lives in urban areas stimulates the interest in understanding how the light
pollution evolves with the size of the US cities [10]. Bettencourt et al. found the cities in the US
exhibit three different types of allometric laws for urban indicators with population size [11]: (i)
Superlinear . The superlinear urban indicators increase proportionally more than the population
of the cities. Such behavior is intrinsically associated with the social currency of a city, indicating
that larger cities are associated with optimal levels of human productivity and quality of life.
Doubling the city size leads to a larger-than-double increment in productivity and life standards
[11–13]. For example, wages, income, growth domestic product (GDP), bank deposits, as well as
rates of invention measured by the number of patents and employment in creative sectors show
a superlinear behavior [11]. (ii) Linear or isometric relation. The increasing of the linear urban
indicators is proportional to the increasing of the population reflecting the common individual
human needs, like the number of jobs, houses, and water consumption [11]. (iii) Sublinear. The
sublinear urban indicators increase proportionally less than the population of the cities. This case
is a manifestation of the economy of scale. The sublinearity is found in the number of gasoline
stations, length of electrical cables, and road surfaces (material and infrastructure) cases [11].
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From the results shown by Bettencourt et al., several studies have been carried out on the allometry
of urban indicators in different levels of human aggregation [14–17]. Following this aim, we
analyze and classify the allometric law between the NTL and the population of the US cities.
Here, we use three geo-referenced dataset: the population dataset, the NTL dataset and the
Metropolitan/Consolidated Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA/CMSA). In order to define the
boundaries of each US city, we use two methods: the City Clustering Algorithm (CCA) [18–
20] and the MSA/CMSA [21]. Finally, we find the allometric scaling between the NTL and the
population for the two applied methods. Furthermore, to compare them, we analyze the allometric
scaling between area and population.
Materials and Method
Population dataset (GPWv4)
The population dataset is extracted from the fourth version of the Gridded Population of the
World (GPWv4) [22, 23] from the Center for International Earth Science Information Network
(CIESIN) at the Columbia University. The GPWv4 models the human population distribution
on a continuous surface at high resolution. Population input data is collected through several
censuses around the US, between 2005 and 2014. Data are provided in grid form, where each cell
is formed by 30 arc-second angles (approximately 1 km × 1 km at the Equator line). We use the
US population count data, measured in number of people, for the year 2015, as depicted in Fig.
1a.
The method successively introduced requires the population density of each grid cell. Therefore,
we calculated the area of each grid cell dividing them into two spherical triangles. The area of a
spherical triangle with edges a, b and c is given by,
A = R2E, (1)
where R = 6, 378.137 km is the Earth’s radius and the spherical excess E is defined by the follow-
ing expression:
E = 4 tan−1
[
tan
( s
2
)
tan
( sa
2
)
tan
( sb
2
)
tan
( sc
2
)]1/2
. (2)
with s = (a/R + b/R + c/R)/2, sa = s − a/R, sb = s − b/R, and sc = s − c/R. In this context, the
distance between two points, i and j, on the Earth’s surface is calculated by,
di j = Rθ, (3)
with
θ = cos−1[sin(yi) sin(y j) + cos(yi) cos(y j) cos(x j − xi)]. (4)
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FIG. 1. Datasets (on colors). (a) The population dataset is defined as a 30 arc-second geolocated grid.
It is obtained from the GPWv4 in logarithmic scale for the year 2015 [22, 23]. (b) The NTL dataset is
obtained through the night-time light radiance emission data from the VIIRS DNB in nW/cm2/sr [24–26].
It is defined at the resolution of 15 arc-second grid in logarithmic scale for the year 2015 (April).
In this formalism, the values of xi (x j) and yi (y j) are the longitude and latitude, respectively, of
the point i ( j), measured in radians.
Night-time light dataset (NTL)
The NTL dataset is given by the night-time light radiance emission data from the National
Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI) [25]. The NTL dataset is defined by the monthly
average of radiance, measured in nW/cm2/sr, using the night-time data from the scanning ra-
diometer Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) Day/Night Band (DNB) [24–26].
The VIIRS DNB data are processed and filtered in order to exclude data impacted by the lunar
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illumination, lightning and cloud-cover, but they are susceptible to other temporal lights, e.g. au-
rora, fires, and boats [24, 25]. Such data span through the entire globe with a resolution of 15
arc-second (approximately 500 m × 500 m at the Equator line) between the latitudes 75◦ North
and 65◦ South. We use the US data for the year 2015 (April), as shown in Fig. 1b.
Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), Primary Metropolitan Statistical Area (PMSA) and
Consolidated Metropolitan Statistical Area (CMSA)
The MSA are geographic entities with high degree of socioeconomic integration and population
over 50,000 people. The PMSA are quite similar to MSA, however they present population over
1,000,000 people. The CMSA are metropolitan regions defined by the agglomeration of some
PMSA. They are all delineated by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and provided by
the US Census Bureau [21].
Data processing
In order to superimpose the datasets, we perform two processes: (i) As the NTL grid has a
higher resolution than the GPWv4 grid, we sum the values of all NTL grid cells, which their
geolocated centers are within the same geolocated GPWv4 grid cell. Therefore, we produce a new
NTL grid with the same positioning and resolution of the GPWv4 dataset; (ii) For the MSA/CMSA
case, we use the same approach of (i), even though the MSA/CMSA are complex polygons. To
deal with this problem, we use the even-odd rule algorithm [27]. Thus, we define the NTL value
for each MSA/CMSA.
City Clustering Algorithm (CCA)
We define the boundaries of each US city by applying the CCA to the population grid [18–
20]. We use the continuum CCA that depends on two parameters, namely, a population density
threshold, D∗ and a cutoff length, ` [20]. For the i-th grid cell, the population density Di is geo-
referenced in its geometric center (shown as small black circles in Fig. 2). If Di > D∗, the i-th
grid cell is populated. In Fig. 2 the populated cells are shown in grey and red. Next, the algorithm
selects a populated cell (red cell in Fig. 2a) and aggregates in the same cluster all nearest populated
cells which are within a distance ` from each (red cells in Figs. 2b, 2c and 2d). The Fig. 2 shows
the four steps to determine the red cluster.
Results
We apply the CCA to the population grid varying D∗ (in people/km2), from 0 to 10000, and `
(in km), from 1 to 20. For all pairs of parameters, we find that it is possible to statistically correlate
through power-law relations the area and the population as well as the NTL and the population of
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FIG. 2. The CCA steps (on colors). The grey and the the red cells are populated (Di > D∗). The small black
circles are the geometric centers of each populated cell. The red cells belong the same analyzed cluster. (a)
First step: the algorithm select a populated cell and draw a circle of radius `. (b) Second step: the cells with
the geometric centers inside the circles of radius ` become a part of the red cluster and from their geometric
center are drawn others two circles of radius `. The circle of the first step is showed in opaque black. (c)
Third step: two more cells became part of the red cluster and two more circles are drawn. (d) Fourth step:
the last cell became part of the red cluster. The entire cluster is determined and the algorithm will start to
analyze another cluster.
the US cities,
log(AREA) = a + αCCA log(POP), (5)
log(NTL) = b + βCCA log(POP). (6)
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The exponents αCCA and βCCA are obtained through Ordinary Least Square (OLS) [28] fitting
to the data for different values of the parameters D∗ and `. The ranges of compatibility and the
consistency of the CCA technique are investigated in Figs. 3a-d.
FIG. 3. Allometric exponent αCCA and βCCA as a function of the parameter D∗ and ` (on colors). (a)
The exponent αCCA as a function of D∗ for ` = 3 km. The parameter D∗ varies from 0 to 10000 people/km2.
For D∗ > 4000 and ` = 3 the allometric exponent αCCA is between 0.93 (dashed blue line) and 0.95. For
D∗ = 4560 people/km2 (dashed red line) we observe the arising of five large cities in US Northeast Coast.
(b) The exponent αCCA as a function of the CCA parameter ` for D∗ =1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, and 5000
people/km2. We find a plateau region after ` = 3 km, where αCCA ≈ 0.93 (dashed blue line). (c) The figure
shows the allometric exponent βCCA as a function of D∗ for ` = 3 km. The parameter D∗ varies from 0 to
10000 people/km2. The dashed red line corresponds to β = 1. (d) The figure shows the allometric exponent
βCCA as a function of the CCA parameter ` for D∗ =1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, and 5000 people/km2. The
dashed brown line corresponds to β = 1.
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Indeed, the definition of the parameters D∗ and ` of the CCA affects the dimension and the
geometry of the cities, but from the Figs. 3c and 3d, it can be seen that it does not affect the
allometric exponent βCCA. Here, our starting strategy is to determine a range of parameters D∗ and
` for which the relation between area and population is isometric [15, 17, 19, 20]. We find that for
D∗ > 4000 and ` = 3 the allometric exponent αCCA is between 0.93 and 0.95 and we consider this
relation approximately linear. Inside this range, we analyze the result of the CCA using D∗ = 4560
and ` = 3, where the five larger cities in the US Northeast Coast naturally emerge, as depicted in
Fig. 4. We believe that, the lack of an exactly linearity, also inside this range, is due to the high
density of some downtowns, specifically, of the most populated urban centers of the US Northeast
Coast.
US Northeast
Boston
New York
Philadelphia
Baltimore
Washington
D∗ = 4560 people/km2
` = 3 km
FIG. 4. Application of CCA to the US Northeast region (on colors). We use the CCA parameters
D∗ =4560 people/km2 and ` = 3 km. The clusters of different colors identify different urban agglom-
erations. Essentially, we distinguish five famous cities such as Boston (light blue), New York (purple),
Philadelphia (pink), Baltimore (blue), and Washington D.C. (light green).
For the pair of parameters, D∗ = 4560 and ` = 3, we find a allometric exponent αCCA =
0.93± 0.01 (Figs. 5a) and a linear scaling between NTL and the population with exponent βCCA =
1.01 ± 0.02 (Figure 6a). Alternatively, others parameters inside this range could be analyzed
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without affecting the allometric exponent βCCA (as shown in Figs. 3c and 3d).
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FIG. 5. Allometric exponent α applying the CCA and using the MSA/CMSA definitions (on colors). (a)
The figure shows the allometric scaling law in Eq. 5 and its allometric scaling exponent αCCA = 0.93± 0.01
using CCA parameters D∗ =4560 people/km2 and l = 3 km. The red line is the OLS result, and the
solid black line is the N-W estimator. The dashed black lines show the 95% confidence bands of the N-
W. The dashed blue line corresponds to α = 1. (b) The figure shows the allometric scaling exponent
αMS A/CMS A = 0.49 ± 0.03 using the MSA/CMSA definitions. The red line is the OLS result, and the solid
black line is the N-W estimator. The dashed black lines show the 95% confidence bands of the N-W. The
dashed blue line corresponds to α = 1.
By analyzing the allometric scaling of the NTL with the population of the US cities using the
MSA/CMSA (Fig. 6b), we obtain the allometric exponent βMS A/CMS A = 0.89 ± 0.02. Such an
exponent characterizes a sublinear relation between the NTL and the population, in contrast with
the CCA result.
As shown in Fig. 5b, the sublinear scaling behavior of the MSA/CMSA areas as a function of
their corresponding populations, αMS A/CMS A = 0.49 ± 0.03, clearly suggests that this might not be
the most adequate definition of a city agglomerate to be adopted in our study.
As indicated by Oliveira et al. [15], the arbitrary geopolitical concept behind the MSA/CMSA
seems to overestimate the natural limits of urban areas. In order to illustrate this fact, we show
in Fig. 7 the MSA/CMSA of the five most populated US regions, namely, New York-Northern
New Jersey-Long Island (NY, NJ, CT, PA), Los Angeles-Riverside-Orange County (CA), Chicago-
Gary-Kenosha (IL,IN,WI) and Houston-Galveston-Brazoria (TX). The first and second columns
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FIG. 6. NTL versus population using the CCA and the MSA/CMSA definitions (on colors). (a) NTL
versus population using CCA parameters D∗ =4560 people/km2 and l = 3 km. The graph shows a linear
relation between the NTL measured in nW/cm2/sr and the population with allometric scaling exponent
βCCA = 1.01 ± 0.02 (R2 = 0.88). The solid red line is the linear regression obtained using the OLS
method. The solid black line is the N-W estimator and the dashed black lines show the lower and the upper
confidence interval (95%)[29, 30]. The dashed blue line corresponds to β = 1. (b) NTL versus population
using MSA/CMSA. The graph shows a sublinear relation between the NTL, measured in nW/cm2/sr, and
the population with allometric scaling exponent β = 0.89 ± 0.02 (R2 = 0.89). The red line is the linear
regression and the black line is the N-W estimator. The dashed black lines show the 95% confidence band
of the N-W.
show respectively the detailed maps of the population and the NTL datasets. The third column
exhibits the cities defined by the CCA with D∗=4560 and `=3, as well as the discrepancy between
the urban areas belonging to MSA/CMSA and CCA.
Conclusions
We analyzed the allometric scaling behavior of the NTL as a function of the population of the
US cities. Our results corroborate previous works showing that the scaling behaviors of urban
indicators with population can be substantially different for distinct definitions of city boundaries.
Precisely, using the MSA/CMSA definition, we found a sublinear allometric scaling exponent
βMS A/CMS A = 0.89 ± 002. Applying the CCA, we found an exponent βCCA = 1.01 ± 0.02 which
indicates an isometric relation between the light pollution and the population of the US urban
agglomerations, in clear contrast with the exponent obtained using the MSA/CMSA. Considering
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FIG. 7. Comparison between the CCA and MSA/CMSA (on colors). Figures (a), (d), (g) and (j) are the
human population grid in logarithmic scale obtained from the GPWv4 for the year 2015[22, 23]. Figures
(b), (e), (h) and (k) are the NTL measured in logarithmic scale with units nW/cm2/sr obtained through
the night-time light radiance emission data from the VIIRS DNB[24–26]. In figures (c), (f), (i) and (l) we
show the CCA clusters obtained using the CCA parameters D∗ =4560 people/km2 and l = 3 km of the
CMSA of: New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island (NY, NJ, CT, PA), Los Angeles-Riverside-Orange
County (CA), Chicago-Gary-Kenosha (IL,IN,WI) and Houston-Galveston-Brazoria (TX). The figures show
the discrepancy between the area estimated by the MSA/CMSA and the area delimited by the CCA.
the consistency of the CCA definition in terms of the extensivity between land population and area
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of their generated clusters, as demonstrated in previous studies for other urban indicators [15], we
come to the conclusion that the proportionality between light pollution and population is indeed
correct, as intuitively expected [31]. Under this framework and without loss of generality, it is
therefore plausible to utilize NTL as a surrogate for city population in future studies.
The isometric relation between NTL and population of the US urban agglomeration, obtained
applying the CCA, imply that small and large cities are proportionally indistinguishable in terms
of light pollution. In other words, there is no economy of scale or sublinearity concerning the NTL
in US cities. Our result shows that a growth of the US cities will aggravate the light pollution and
therefore the possible negative effects of the light pollution for the humans and the wildlife health.
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